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Replies to Jesson’s Letter
McConnell Vague on Senate Reform
By Janice Harayda
President John W. McConnell said 
yesterday that Student Senate Presi­
dent David Jesson, in an open letter 
to the student body, “ was comparing 
the operation of our University Sen­
ate with some sort of ideal, rather than 
looking at the Senate from the point of 
view of the realities of University or­
ganization.”
At the same time, McConnell added, 
“ We may have to blaze a new trail 
in developing a structure which will 
permit student participation in Uni­
versity government, as well as make 
more efficient the decision-making re­
sponsibility of faculty and administra­
tion.”
The Student Senate P r e s i d e n t ’ s 
letter, published April 26 in THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE, called for “ immediate 
reorganization”  of “ antiquated”  Uni­
versity government.
McConnell said the Faculty Council
has requested him to study the re­
organization of University government 
and prepare a proposal for considera­
tion next year. He indicated that sev­
eral committees may be formed to 
consider individual aspects of the situa­
tion, but that no report would be corn- 
plated by the end of the semester.
According to the President, “ Con­
versations have already been held with 
a number of students and faculty to 
determine an effective approach to this 
issue.”
“ While it maybe antiquated, it is still 
true that there are a relatively few col­
leges and universities that have a sen­
ate. Most institutions operate on the 
basis of general faculty meetings, if 
they have any kind of democratic pro­
cess at all,”  McConnell added. “ That 
means business is not transacted in a 
very systematic fashion.”
He called UNH government, which 
consists of a Student Senate and sepa­
rate University Senate, “ a fairly ad­
vanced stage of university government, 
when compared to other institutions 
around the country.”
The Student Senate President charged 
that the University Senate suffers from 
an “ acute lack of parliamentary pro­
cedure.”  He said, “ Often there are 
two or more conflicting motions on the 
floor,”  and added that, “ Indecisiveness' 
is generated by an endless stream of 
‘ straw votes* taken indiscriminately 
throughout the meetings.”
The University President replied that 
he did not recall two motions ever 
having been on the floor at the same 
time, “ except in the recent case of 
student rule revisions” . Then, he 
noted, “ they had been a consciously 
determined procedure” .
“ We try to follow Senate rules and 
‘ Roberts Rules of Order’ ,”  he con­
tinued.
The President explained that the
Co-ed Drinking Rule Expected
The future of a proposal to allow 
women over 21 to drink in the resi­
dence halls lies in the hands of the 
Board of Trustees.
Both the Student Senate and the 
University Senate have passed the pro­
posal, according to Missy Manzer ,  
vice-president of the Student Senate 
and chairman of the Student Rules Com­
mittee.
“ President McConnell has indicated 
he is confident the Trustees will ap­
prove it later this spring,”  Miss Man­
zer said.
The Student Rules Committee this
week sent letters to all hall officers 
and resident assistants asking them 
to outline a viable policy for enforcing 
any changes in alcohol rules on cam­
pus. From their suggestions, a stu­
dent committee, whose members have 
been partially selected, will attempt to 
create a policy that would be consistent 
across campus.
Miss Manzer indicated the group will 
formulate this policy independently. 
“ The administration has recognized 
that students will not comply with a 
policy they have no part in making,”  
she said.
Fudge Highlight Weekend
The Student Rules Committee also 
hopes to obtain several other general 
rules changes in the near future. These 
include, in addition to re-evaluating 
the drinking policy, extending the self- 
imposed curfew to underclass wo men, 
and getting parietal hours in both men’ s 
and women’ s dorms. The committee 
works closely with the Residence Hall 
Advisory Council,
“ We are questioning the effective­
ness of the dining hall and housing 
services, and whether they are truly 
services to students,”  Miss Manzer 
said. Specific areas under considera­
tion include rules which compel all 
non-commuter women under 21 to live 
in residence halls, and also those which 
require dorm residents to eat in the 
dining halls.
consensus of the Faculty Council was 
that by the use of the “ committee as 
a whole”  structure, “ You get easy 
discussion without trying to finalize 
the action.”
The “ committee as a whole”  is an 
informal s i t u a t i o n  which permits 
“ straw votes”  and other measures 
wh i c h  would not be possible at a 
regular meeting. The University Sen­
ate members must vote to employ 
this form for all or part of a meet­
ing.
Jesson’ s letter also deplored the 
“ little work”  the University Senate 
has accomplished in a long period 
of time, citing in particular the many 
months before passage of the 4R calen­
dar change.
“ Historically, faculty members have 
largely determined the courses they 
want to teach, how they want to teach 
them, and what standards they wish to 
maintain. Any effort to establish 
general University regulations is like­
ly to meet with a great deal of re­
sistance,”  the President replied,
McConnell said it is “ extremely 
difficult to get faculty members to 
accept legislated change in matters 
they “ consider to be their own pre­
rogative.”
He said efforts to change rules and 
requirements often conflict with “ what 
individual faculty members and de­
partments feel to be the best educa­
tional program.”
“ It seems inevitable, therefore, that 
any effort to establish or change gen­
eral rules and regulations will meet 
with considerable resistance,”  McCon­
nell added. “ This has been the case 
with EPC (the Educational PolicyCom- 
mittee Report).”
“ The difficulties in the University 
Senate have reflected not the structure 
of the Senate, but the complexity of 
the problem with which they were deal­
ing in attempt to revise University­
wide rules and regulations,”  he said.
Obituary
Funeral Services for Blood Today
Vanilla Fudge
Throngs of UNH students will con­
verge on beaches, resorts, and Snive- 
ly Arena this weekend.
Spring Weekend officially b e g i n s  
tonight, with a concert by “ The Va­
nilla Fudge”  at 8 p.m. in Snively 
Arena. Tickets are on sale in the 
Memorial Union at $2,50 apiece.
“ The Vanilla Fudge” , four shaggy- 
haired, rock and roll singers, recen­
tly released the album “ And the Beat 
Goes On.”
“ The Junior Citizens” , afolksinging 
trio, will also appear tonight at Snive­
ly. Both concerts are sponsored by the 
Junior Class.
A dance tentatively scheduled for 
Saturday night has been cancelled, 
due to lack of a band.
For fraternities. Spring Weekend 
presents additional prospects. Whether 
brothers expect to give parties in their 
houses or rent a posh resort, most fra­
ternities have been planning for Spring 
Weekend for several months.
Phi Mu Delta plans an all-day cook- 
out at Mt. Agamenticus in York, Maine, 
for Saturday. TKE will descend on 
Waterville Valley. Sigma Beta has 
rented a Dover farm for daytime ac­
tivities, and Pine Grove Pavilion for 
the evening.
AGR will host a Pink Rose formal 
Friday night and spend Saturday at 
Lake Winnepesaukee, while ATO ex­
pects to hold a “ Gay Nineties”  party at 
the Shangri-La in Laconia. In addi­
tion, Pi Kappa Alpha and Phi Kappa 
Theta plan parties at Wentworth-by- 
the-Sea and the Cow Palace, respec­
tively.
Kappa Sigma has imported ten tons 
of sand for a beach party at the house 
Saturday, and plans a clambake Sun­
day. Theta Chi will host a party 
Friday night at Spring Hill, and Lam- 
da Chi plans a party Saturday at the 
beach in Jaffrey, N.H. SAE plans 
events at both the Cow Palace and 
The Ship.
Funeral services will be held today 
for Paul T. Blood, 68, associate pro­
fessor of Plant Science, and Extension 
potato specialist at UNH, who died 
Tuesday evening while visiting in Al­
ton.
Blood graduated from New Hamp­
shire College in 1921, and obtained 
his master’ s degree in horticulture 
from UNH in 1924. He was a resi­
dent of Durham for 50 years.
For the past six years. Blood was 
active in setting up experiments in 
plant sciences at the Experiment Sta­
tion’ s Laton Research Farm located 
in Madbury. He developed a tractor- 
tllperated vacuum cleaner used to re­
move seed from planting equipment. 
The machine was widely used in many 
areas of the country.
A pioneer in the improvement of 
potato production, he helped establish 
a series of potato research plots in 
northern New Hampshire, which were 
the basis for a continuing project in 
cooperation with local farmers.
For 40 years he was associated with 
the 300 Bushel Club potato production 
improvement contest, and was in charge 
of the program since 1957.
Survivors include his wife, Margaret
(Brown) Blood, Durham; two sons, 
Richard A. Blood, Little Rock, Ark., 
and Alan K. Blood, of Durham; a daugh­
ter, Mrs. Henry Milburn of Falmouth, 
Me., and three grandchildren.
Services will be held at 2 o’ clock at 
the Community Church.
Paul T. Blood
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'Mademoiselle’
Co-ed Chosen Guest Editor
by Pat Broderick 
Staff Reporter
Sue Ann Robinson, a senior 
psychology major and resident 
of Devine Hall, has been chosen 
one of 20 college women to be­
come guest editors for the August 
issue of “ Mademoiselle”  fashion 
magazine. The contest is spon­
sored annually throughout the 
country.
Miss Robinson was chosen 
from one thousand College Board 
members.
“ The College Board,”  ex­
plained Miss Robinson, “ con­
sists of about one thousand mem­
bers. These members remain 
on the Board throughout college. 
This year they accepted about 
five hundred members.”
“ The College Board Competi­
tion consists of two steps,”  Miss 
Robinson continued, explaining 
the contest. “ There are two 
assignments. If your entry for 
step one shows apptitude for 
magazine work, you’re chosen as 
a College Board member, and 
are eligible for a Guest Edi­
torship.”
Both the College Board mem­
berships and the Guest Editor­
ships are awarded, according 
to “ Mademoiselle” , on the basis 
of literary and artistic talent, 
clarity, originality and profes­
sional presentation.
Bonnie Bryce, a junior resi­
dent of Randall, was also selected 
for the College Board.
“ For my first assignment 1 
made a ‘Handbook for Outgoing 
Seniors’ ,”  explained Miss Rob­
inson, who did the writing, lay­
out, and cover design that won 
her a Special Recommendation 
from “ Mademoiselle” .
“ In the second assignment I 
combined a psychedelic poster 
with a dictionary, a sort of col­
lapsible box. I call it Portable 
Art,”  she continued. “ I also 
submitted some poetry and 
prints, which is optional, since 
our whole file of work is evalu­
ated.”
Miss Robinson, as a paid guest 
editor, will work in New York 
this summer with the CondeNast 
Publications. She will work in 
different phases of editing, lay­
out, writing, and design, and will 
travel with the other Guest Edi­
tors to Mexico on a special 
assignment.
“ It’ s a wonderful opportunity 
to work with people from such 
fields as editing, fashion, and 
advertising,”  said the brown­
haired senior enthusiastically. 
“ I’ m very excited about it, and
I’ m really looking forward to the 
experience of magazine work.”  
Miss Robinson, a native of 
Summit, New Jersey, has had 
other opportunities to use her 
artistic talents. She has taken
Sue Ann Robinson
(photo by Hendrick)
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Panhell Support for New Sorority High
by Susan Hammond
Competition among sorority 
women may become keener in 
the not-too-distant future if a 
hoped-for sixth sorority comes 
to campus.
“ Right now we are only in the 
preliminary stage, and we doubt 
if a new sorority would come on 
campus before 1970 or 1971. But 
Panhellenic feels there is the 
necessary interest,”  said Bar­
bara Makuch, pij^esident of the 
Panhellenic Council.
Statistics kept by the Council 
indicate that the number of rush- 
ees increased from 185 in 1960, to 
311 in 1968,
The project to investigate a new 
sorority will be student-oriented 
through Panhellenic Council in 
association with the five house 
presidents. Miss Makuch stres­
sed the importance of student in­
terest and involvement. She 
noted that if the administration 
sees apathy concerning the pro­
gram, they won’t be as receptive
as needed to the idea.
“ In September we hope to poll 
all University women—freshmen 
to seniors—to determine if they 
desire another sorority and if 
they will rush it,”  explained Miss 
Makuch.
The Council hopes the poll will 
help members decide what kind 
of sorority girls need, and 
whether a specific group is being 
neglected on campus, such as a 
religious or intellectual group. 
Going by the general character­
istics indicated by interested wo­
men, Panhellenic expects to know 
what type Qf national sorority 
to approach.
“ Even if sufficient interest is 
shown, a new sorority will have 
the initial problem of finding a 
room to hold meetings. Next it 
will have to find out if there is 
available property to build a 
house, if the new chapter is in­
terested in a house,”  she re­
marked.
When it comes to contacting 
various national sororities (na­
tional offices cannot approach
U N IT A R IA N  U N IV E R S A L IS T  FELLO W SH IP  
Sunday — 10 a.m. — 20 Madbury Road
May 5: COPE {College Opportunity Program Experiment at 
UNH) Leslie L. LaFond, Director of Admissions, UNH
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Arnold Air Society Major FloydP.Batchelder 
(far right) presents the Captain Samuel A. 
Woodworth Trophy to Colonel David W. Spicer, 
as Major Denis J. Driscoll looks on. The 
University AAS squadron received the award 
at a national conclave, for “ the most out­
standing international service program.”
SPR IN G  W EEKEN D  C O N CERT
THE YAN ILU  FUDGE
& the Junior Citizens
May 3rd, 8:00 p.m., Snively Arena 
Tickets now on sale $2.50 ea. at the M UB and Town & Campus 
sponsored by class of '69
art courses throughout college, 
and last summer taught art at the 
Junior Section of the Newark 
Museum in New Jersey. Her 
students included six and seven 
year olds, and high school 
students.
“ I decided I wasn’ t going to 
just baby-sit,”  remarked Miss 
Robinson. “ I taught them about 
painting and color, and they really 
seemed to enjoy it. I loved every 
minute of it,”
As for the future. Miss Robin­
son’ s plans are not definite, al­
though she has been accepted at 
both Columbia University in New 
York, and George Washington 
University in Washington, D.C., 
for graduate work. At the mo­
ment, she is considering teach­
ing as a possibility.
“ I’ d like to teach for a variety 
of reasons. Art can be very 
valuable for people other than 
artists,”  she explained. “ I would 
go to graduate school to find 
out about the research being done 
in art education, and to find out 
how things are changing and how 
they should change.”
•'Miss Robinson has recently 
been nominated for the Univer­
sity’ s Senior Women’ s Award. 
The award is presented to the 
senior woman who has done the 
most for the University.
As for her editorship and award 
nomination. Miss Robinson sum­
med it up, “ It’ s been a good 
week!”
Councils, they must be asked), 
Panhellenic has one important 
stipulation; no sorority will be 
accepted if it has a discrimina­
tory policy, such as a “ social 
acceptability”  clause.
Such clauses state that a sister 
should be acceptable to any chap­
ter in the country. Since a 
southern chapter of a sorority 
may reject a Negro, a “ social 
acceptability”  clause could pre­
vent the girl’ s acceptance into 
the UNH chapter. Such clauses 
may also pertain to religious 
faiths.
Miss Makuch maintained, how­
ever, “ Most national sororities 
are getting rid of these clauses.”
The fall a new sorority arrives 
on campus, members of neigh­
boring chapters of that sorority 
and representatives from the na­
tional organization will help with 
informal rush. During this rush 
girls from all four classes will 
be initiated. The following Feb­
ruary the new house will formally 
rush freshmen along with the 
other houses.
Panhellenic plans to enlist the 
aid of nearby Panhellenic Coun­
cils in bringing a new chapter to 
Durham. “ We will write to 
Councils near us— Maine, Ver­
mont, UCONN—to find out what 
types of chapters they have and if 
those sororities would satisfy 
our needs,”  Miss Makuch said.
Currently the Interfraternity 
Council is also considering a new 
fraternity chapter. Paul Stevens, 
president of IFC, indicated a 
committee was being formed, 
composed of representatives 
from administration, faculty, and 
the student body, to study the pos­
sibility of bringing a thirteenth 
fraternity to campus.
A great deal ofwork is involved 
in beginning a new chapter on 
campus, but Miss Makuch ob­
served, “ There is a challenge 
about a new sorority—about being 
the founder of a new chapter— 
and there is always room and the 
need to build.”
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'T-Groups ’ Discussed Concert, Tickets, Lecture 
At Tattlers Meeting’ Night at the Pops Centennial Lecture
trend toward involving people who 
work together. “ But the system 
(business) the participants came 
from forces the people back into 
the mold,”  Cohen went on. He 
acfded that his students agree that 
this happens here at the Uni­
versity.
“ The T-group has a far- 
reaching implication. It can 
restructure the norms of an 
entire organization or social sys­
tem,”  Cohen said.
Both Cohen and Fernald shared 
the view that T-groups are valu­
able personal experiences, but 
admit these experiences may not 
be transferable to outside situ­
ations.
Cohen said, “ The size and 
make-up of the audience sur­
prised me. It’ s unusual to see 
members of such varied depart­
ments (business, education, 
psychology, and the Testing Bur­
eau) at these kinds of activities. 
I hope it continues.”
A UNH night at the Boston 
Pops will be held on Friday 
evening. May 10, in Symphony 
Hall. The New Hampshiremen 
will sing during intermission, 
when conductor Arthur Fiedler 
will receive an award from the 
alumni. Tickets are on sale 
at $5.50 each in the Alumni 
House, and profits will go to 
the UNH Scholarship Fund.
Twenty lectures delivered by 
visiting dignitaries as part of the 
UNH Centennial Symposia are 
now available in paperback form 
and may be purchased at the 
Reception desk of the Memorial 
Union. Educator James B. Co- 
nant, Sir Denis Brogan, and Gov. 
John Chaffee of Rhode Island 
are included among the lectur­
ers.
Coatemporary Dance Purina Scholarsliip
The Contemporary Dance
Group will give its annual free 
concert tonight at 8 p.m. in John­
son Theater.
The program will include 
dances composed by student
members of the group and faculty 
advisor Jean Morrison, assistant 
professor of physical education.
Performers are Marcia Bas- 
com, Mary Evelyn Biggers, Diane 
Draves, Karen Wakefield, Fran­
ces Knight, Joanne Parmenter, 
Patricia Spaulding, Leana Amir- 
ian, and Linda Shimmin.
Duggan Admires Johnson's Stand 




Peter Fernald, assistant pro­
fessor of psychology, and Allan 
Cohen, assistant professor of 
business, debated the merits of 
“ T-Groups”  in the weekly 
“ Tattlers”  forum Tuesday. “ T - 
groups”  are a form of collective 
psychotherapy.
Fernald drew laughter from 
the audience when he questioned 
Cohen’ s presence in the Business 
Department. “ Cohen appears 
to be more adept at psychother­
apy than many of my own col­
leagues,”  he observed.
' Cohen retorted that “ tounder­
stand his (own) interest in T - 
Groups you have to know some­
thing about the world he lives 
in.”
He explained that before the 
debate, “ All the fantasies ran 
through my mind: the hostility 
that may occur, whether I could 
upstage Peter on academic 
points — and then I realized 
that I was playing the game 
I try to get away from.”
Cohen added that two of his 
major concerns are the vicious 
competitiveness and the inability 
to collaborate and learn from 
each other in organizations.
The assistant professor of 
business went on to say he places 
his emphasis on T-groups as a 
device to improve these relation­
ships. The groups concentrate 
on the “ here and now” , that is, 
only things which happen within 
the group. The emphasis on the 
present “ allows members to 
experience feelings rather than 
talk about them and to give feed­
back on how they see each other 
in the group.”
Fernald maintained his major 
objection to T-groups is that one 
caimot empirically prove they 
improve job performance. “ Bus­
iness and industry are particu­
larly vulnerable to buy anything 
a professor has to sell, but that 
doesn’ t prove its’ (a T-group’ s; 
value,”  said Fernald.
Cohen stressed that there is 
no evidence to show that T-groups 
consisting of strangers are ef­
fective. This explains the recent
The ex-chairman of the UNH 
Professors for Johnson claims 
the President’ s decision not to 
seek reelection “ will help the 
country.”
Michael Duggan, assistant pro­
fessor of economics, said, “ He 
is an absolutely sincere man 
who took a step to obtain an 
honorable peace in Vietnam to 
serve to unify the country.”
However, Duggan did not affirm 
his support for Vice-President 
Hubert Humphrey. “ It’ s time 
to wait and not jump,”  Duggan 
said. “ I would tend to support a 
true liberal, one who is con­
cerned with all of the people ajl 
of the time.”
He suggested that voters look 
at the entire careers of each of 
the candidates. “ What laws bear 
their names? Were they liberals 
when the going was rough in the 
late 1940’ s and early 50’ s?”  
Duggan questions.
Duggan believes the candidates 
are trying to convince the people 
that they have adopted a liberal 
attitude. These candidates must 
establish that the change is per­
manent and meant with deep con­
viction, to convince the voter that 
they have changed.
“ We’ ve learned the lessons 
of *67,”  Duggan said, “ and 
we’ re finally taking the more 
intelligent approach. The real 
question is, what can any of us 
do, and what can each of us do?”
John Francis Edwards, a 
sophomore from Kingston, N.H., 
will receive the 1968-69 Ralston 
Purina Scholarship of $500. The 
award is given annually to one 
outstanding junior or sophomore 
in the state universities and land 
grant colleges. Winners are 
selected by a faculty scholar­
ship committee on the basis of 
their scholastic record, leader­
ship, character, ambition in agri­
culture, and financial need.
UNH Symphony
The UNH Symphony, under the 
direction of Alan Grishman, will 
present its final concert of the» 
season on Simday, May 5, at 
8 p.m. in Johnson Theater.
Two Mozart concertos will 
highlight the first half of the 
program. Music Department 
Chairman Keith Polk will assume 
the dual role of conductor and 
soloist in “ Violin Concerto in 
G, K. 216.”
The concert will also feature
a first performance of “ Sym­
metries”  by John Rogers, a 
faculty composer. Soloists in­
clude Ruth Edwards, Louise R o-’ 
gers, and Paul Verrette of the 
music department.
The program is free and will 
conclude with Aaron Copland’ s 
“ Suite from Rodeo.”
Commencmeot Tkkots
Students may pick up com­
mencement tickets in T-HaU, 
Room 301, from May 1 to May 
17. Single students receive three 
tickets and married students, 
four. Requests for extra tickets 
may also be made in T-Hall, 
Room 301,
New Tour Guides
Pam Kidder, head guide, nas 
announced the names of new tour 
guides for 1968-69. They are 
Sherry Bannister, Mary Bauer, 
Roger Hill, Susan Light, Judy, 
Maine, Derinda Pell, Barbara 
Phillips, Lesley Rehm, Peter 
Royce, Carol l^monds, Norma 
Varney, Joan W e b s t e r ,  Kurt 
Weissbecker, David WhaJl, and 
Ronald Winslow.
Regbtrations
Pre-registration for next se­
mester courses will begin Mon­
day. Time and Room schedules 
will be avaUable in the regis- 
tar’ s office by Monday. A list 
of courses which require an in­
structor’ s signature, and courses 
which have been added, deleted, 
or modified wiU a p p e a r  in 
Wednesday’ s NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Michael Duggan
D A
Some people have all the fun 
Call the A Q IO N  LINE at
868-9900
for info., demonstration rides 
thru your UNH rep. at
COLLEGIATE ENTERPRISES
\
CO N TR IBU T IO N S FOR  
POOR PEOPLES M A RCH  ON W ASH INGTON
-  FOOD -  
-  CLO TH ING  -  
-  M O N E Y -
A R E  U R G EN T LY  N EED ED  
please leave in boxes in 
Memorial Union Building 
or
the United Protestant Center
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Ytewpoint
'Antiquated’
David Jesson, president of the Student 
Senate, severely criticized the University 
Senate last week for its total ineffective­
ness. His open letter contained facts that 
reveal that legislative body is a fiasco.
By continually pigeonholing and ignor­
ing reforms which would benefit the 
entire University, the University Senate 
has outlived its own effectiveness as a law 
making body.
In his letter Jesson said University 
Senators are not "willing to compromise 
their departments" for the sake of the 
whole University. Such narrow-minded­
ness should not be characteristic of any 
university government, particularly when 
it is the only real law-making body.
Such self-interest impedes the progress 
of the entire University. If the University 
Senate cannot overcome this narrow­
mindedness they should be disbanded.
Counterpoint
The Draft Issue
On page six of today's newspaper is an 
open letter by three assistant professors 
of the Whittemore School of Business and 
Economics. The group was headed by 
John V. Donovan, assistant professor of 
Economics.
It is a COUNTERPO INT editorial con­
cerning a recent issue of THE NEW 
HAM PSH IRE on the Draft.
While COUNTERPO INT is specifically 
designed for editorials, the length and 
nature of Mr. Donovan's remarks make 
them impossible to print in an editorial 
style.
The Editor's have made the extra space
available for Mr. Donovan's letter because 
THE NEW HAM PSH IRE devoted an en­
tire newspaper to the Draft and therefore 
must be willing to except a page of 
criticism.
We are particularly pleased that three 
members of University faculty are willing 
to spend the time and effort to present 
such a comprehensive statement for the 
benefit of students and the University 
community.
The Draft is a problem which affects 
all of us, and perhaps only through a free 
exchange of ideas will we be able to come 
to some workable solution.
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Letters to the Editor 
Raps AttthBailey Letter
and a new, efficient university govern­
ment established
In March the Student Rights move­
ment sent a petition to the University 
Senate calling for a re-organization of 
university government. This petition was 
sent to a special committee of students, 
faculty and administration, but we have 
yet to hear from this committee. This 
lack of action is typical of the University 
Senate.
In reply to Jesson's accusations. Pres­
ident McConnell said the University Sen­
ate "may well be antiquated", but that 
the real problem was with "the complex­
ity of the problems, not the structure of 
the Senate."
The problems facing this University 
may well be complex, but the continua­
tion of an "antiquated" legislature adds 
despair to the complexity.
To the Editor:
Over the past few weeks I have 
become extremely disgusted with 
the attitude of many people on 
this campus. This disgust has 
been building up and this is the 
first time I have ever voiced it.
To begin with, a poll was taken 
a few weeks ago to determine the 
attitudes of the students on cam­
pus, The results were printed 
in THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. These 
results clearly stated student 
support of the present system of 
draft, etc. But, the newspaper 
came out with a totally different 
approach! These results were 
turned around and made to look 
like a total rejection of the sys­
tem. Now, the poll was close, 
but there was a majority in favor 
of the present system. Why turn 
it around? Why make the defeat 
of the peaceniks into a victory? 
If this newspaper is to function 
as one, print your news factually 
and unbiasedly. Leave your op­
inions in your editorials, but 
print the truth!
Last Wednesday (April 24) 
there was a letter for the first 
time backing the present policy. 
Today (Mayl) there was a letter 
that completely shot it down. I 
hope Mr. Roller is not correct in 
saying he is a “ moretypical stu­
dent”  for if he is, I must be a
No one in his right mind is in 
favor of war. I, myself, dislike 
it completely; but, I will go if I 
am called; for I am fighting for 
my country. Mr. Roller said his 
country is not South Vietnam. 
Neither is mine, but I’ ll fight 
there! Our country is neither 
France, England, Guam, Phili- 
pines, Saipan, IwoJima, Okinawa, 
the Marshalls, the Solomons, 
Korea, Morroco, Italy or Ger­
many, but we fought there!
Gentlemen and students, we 
have a commitment there. We 
gave them o'Ur word that we would 
help them, long before there was 
any chance of further hostilities. 
Now, because of a war, should
we go back on our word?
We cannot be isolationist! Iso­
lationism went out with the sailing 
ship. We are a country dedicated 
(I hope) to the furtherance of 
peace. If this cause means the 
killing of one for the freedom of 
100, then I will kill. We didn’ t 
start this war; we didn’ t want 
this war! We were attacked while 
over there. Are we a bunch of 
cowards hiding our faces with 
long hair and beards, with yellow 
flowers on our backs?
One more comment. Mr. Rol­
ler stated that: “ Military ser­
vice inevitably leads to a regi­
mental personality capable only 
of taking orders.”  That is a 
lie! Some of our greatest lead­
ers were ex-servicemen. Some 
of our greatest industialists were 
servicemen. The service de­
velops the man, gives him re­
sponsibility, trains him in many 
areas, including respect for 
higher authority (which it seems 
many people lack today.)
Mr. Roller also suggested that 
long hair is okay. Let me say that 
long hair leads to baldness. Now 
you may say that this is hogwash; 
well, a barber I know, who has 
been cutting hair for 55 years 
told me that your hair will last 
longer if you keep it short. So, 
let the “ long hairs”  enjoy it 
while they still have it.
I am very happy to read about 
the new editorial policy of this 
newspaper. I hope it is success­
ful. And let me say this, if 
anything, the only thing I will 
burn will be my UNH ID. For 
I am thoroughly ashamed to have 
my name connected with an or­
ganization which seems, from 
the impression it gives, to be 
in any way connected with draft- 
dodging and the overthrow of our 
present government. This may 
seem strong, but it is true, for 
we are only a step away if we 
keep up these present ideas in 
our “ Hairy”  heads!
Ronald Kosmatka
Engelhard! Hall
Forest Park Residents Praise 
Administration Co-operation
To the Editor:
Recently THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE reported the administra­
tion’ s proposed rent increase at 
Forest Park. These rent in­
creases meant a 50% increase 
in rent costs for many of the 
residents of Forest Park. Most 
residents felt that the adminis­
tration’ s proposed rent increase 
was beyond their means to pay. 
A committee of five residents 
was formed to meet with the ad­
ministration to explain the resi­
dents’ point of view. As a 
result of these meetings, major 
adjustments were made in the 
proposed rent increase. Under 
the revised proposal, current 
residents are faced with a rent 
increase effective July 1, of, at 
most $10 per month, whereas 
the original proposal suggested 
rent hikes of up to$30 per month.
As members of the rent com­
mittee, we would like to publicly 
thank the administration for their 
willingness to talk and listen to 
us, and to thank them for their 
many considerations. That such 
thanks are easily deserved is 
seen in the fact that the adminis­
tration met with members of the 
rent committee on nine separate
occasions, some meetings lasting 
an entire afternoon. We wish to 
give a special thanks to Mr. Kim­
ball, business manager; Mr. 
Myers, vice president-treasur­
er; Mr. Gordon, manager of 
housing; Dean Colboum of the 
Graduate School, and the Office 
of the Dean of Students. We feel 
that the willingness of these men 
to understand the point of view of 
the Forest Park students should 
serve as a model for student- 
administration relations, and we 
thank them for the fine example 




Frank O’ Brien 
_____ Robert Carlson
Forgotten Poster
Posters advertising a talk on 
“ Marijuana”  by William Gils- 
dorf prompted at least 20 stu­
dents to go to the MUB Senate 
Room Tuesday at 1 p.m.
However, the instructor in 
speech and drama didn’ t attend. 
“ I didn’ t know about it!”  he 
protested later.
Maybe someone forgot to put 
a poster in his office.
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Deans Cut Ribbon, Yell Chicken’ - Students Gross
Several MAT Positions Still Open
Several positions are still 
available in the Master of Arts 
in Teaching program which 
begins June 24 at UNH. Students 
who have or receive a bachelor’ s 
degree in June are eligible.
A student’ s degree does not 
have to be in education, accord­
ing to Philip Smith, director of 
the MAT program in the UNH 
Department of Education. Se­
lection will be based on the quali­
ty of the applicant’ s previous 
undergraduate work and desire 
to become a superior public 
school teacher.
A minimum of 35 students will 
enter the program in June. They 
will spend an academic year and 
two summers as interns, while 
serving in public schools and 
attending on-campus seminars.
The program is kept as flexible 
as possible to meet individual 
needs, Smith indicated.
The participants will take 
graduate seminars in the field 
of their specialization, and a
practicum in the teaching act, in 
addition to a teaching intern­
ship in a public school.
The MAT program leads to 
state teacher certification and 
is designed to meet the needs of 
candidates who have had little 
or no formal coursework in the 
education field.
Two sections exist in the MAT 
program, the secondary school 
program which Smith heads, and 
the elementary teacher program, 
directed by John Chaltas, UNH 
associate professor of education. 
An estimated 25 or more pupils 
are expected to enroll in the 
secondary school program, and at 
least ten will begin studies as 
elementary teachers.
The MAT program is now three 
years old, with 28 students cur­
rently enrolled, and another 24 
who finished the program last 
year. Smith noted that about 80 
per cent of the MAT graduates 
remain in the state to teach in 
New Hampshire school systems.
END OF SEMESTER 
CLEARANCE SALE
Books and RECORDS Reduced 20%  
Posters Reduced 25%
Paper Supplies Reduced 10%
ALL NEXT WEEK May 6-11 
9:30 AM to 4:00 PM
THE CO-OP
Deans Elizabeth McQuade and 
Richard Stevens (left) prepare 
to cut a ribbon signalling the 
opening of grassing season in 
College Woods Wedn'esday after­
noon. After the ceremony, which 
was sponsored by the Pike 
pledges, Stevens called, “ Go 
to it!’ ’ and when students hesi­
tated, “ Chicken!”
At right, students depart for 
prime grassing locations. Pike 
president Pip Robinson advised 
the 70-80 persons present, 
“ Keep the grass clean and keep 
the grassing clean.”  Students 





abattitonight in order to keep your contact lenses as 
comfortable and convenient as they were 
meant to be, you have to take care of 
them. But until now you needed two or 
more separate solutions to properly 
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not 
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens 
solution for complete contact lens care.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine 
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on 
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in 
Lensine overnight assures you of proper 
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case 
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that improper 
storage between wearings may result in 
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and 
in some cases can endanger your vision. 
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is 
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you 
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it 
allowing the lens to float more freely in 
the eye's fluids. That's because 
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution, 
which means that it blends with 
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the 
convenience they were 
meant to be. Get 
some Lensine, from the 
Murine Company, Inc.
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Donovan Presents Viewpoint on Draft Issue
To the Editor:
Your special issue of THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE on the mili­
tary draft-conscription system 
was helpful insofar as it dis­
cussed some perverse effects 
that this system has on univer­
sity programs and the lives of 
students. But your discussion 
was seriously incomplete for 
three important reasons: 1.
you did not evaluate the costs 
and burdens of the draft system; 
2. in editorially favoring a 
lottery system you did not in­
dicate the marmer in which this 
system is also ‘ unfair’ ; 3. there 
was no mention of the most viable 
alternative to both the draft and 
lottery systems - a voluntary 
army. Economic analysis il- 
lumhiates the choice problem in­
volved and effectively clarifies 
the costs and burdens of the al­
ternatives.
Finally, the analysis suggests 
implications on the role of the 
military in a democratic society.
Costs of Draft Defense
To use measured terms, the 
draft-conscription method of 
military procurement results in 
an execrable misallocation of the 
nation’s manpower and re­
sources. The costs of national 
defense under a draft system are 
borne not only by citizens who 
pay explicit taxes to buy weapons 
and pay soldiers, but also by those 
forced into the armed forces who 
pay a tax-in-kind, an implicit tax.
The implicit tax has two aspects. 
First it is the economic loss ^at a 
draftee sustains when inducted. If a 
graduating senior would otherwise 
earn $8,000 per year in civilian life, 
but gets instead $2,100 in pay and 
benefits as an inductee ($2,100 is the 
average wage for an enlisted man 
serving three years in the Army), then 
conscnption costs him $5,900 a year 
in forfeited income.
But this financial loss still 
understates the true implicit tax 
on him, because an individual 
would not be indifferent between
his present job and Army service 
even if both paid the same wages. 
The full amount of the implicit 
tax is therefore the difference 
between what the individual would 
receive as a draftee and that wage 
necessary to induce him to volun­
teer for the same job. It is 
estimated that the implicit tax is 
at least 50 per cent of civilian 
income, and to this must be added 
the explicit taxes on income. 
The import ofthis is that payment 
of implicit taxes by draftees per­
mits other citizens in the society 
to obtain a specified level of na­
tional defense at a lower cost to 
themselves.
Hidden Costs
The implications of the hidden 
cost of the conscription system 
are important. Since the real 
costs of the draft are hidden 
from society, the government is 
permitted to overcommit its 
men and resources into wars 
and war-making activity, society 
is not permitted to select the 
quantity of national defense that it 
desires.
Since men are obtained at low 
budgetary cost, the armed forces are 
induced to use men in inefficient 
ways. At the same time in any given 
war and in any given battle excessive 
amounts of men relative to machinery 
or capital is encouraged. In any given 
combat situation, commanders have 
an incentive to overcommit human 
resources. It also encourages the use 
of men in jobs of little value - jobs 
which if their true cost were expressed 
would not be performed at aU, or as 
is more likely, would be better per­
formed bv civilians.
Not only is the draft ineffici­
ent, it is ^ so  inequitable. Equity 
in taxation may be evaluated by 
the benefit principle and the 
ability-to-pay principle. Since 
all share the same amount of 
national defense, it is presumably 
worth more to those who have 
more to defend to pay more, that 
is, taxes for national defense 
should vary directly with wealth 
or income. And since those
ATTENTION: UNH STUDENTS Special discount anytime 
during open bowling. 30 cents a string. I.D. cards must be 
shown. Friendship Lanes, Route 108 North Main Street, 
Newmarket, N. H. Hours: 1:00 p.m. til midnight. Telephone 
6B9-5124 for reservations.
FOR SALE: Honda Superhawk, 300 cc. Low mileage. Excel­
lent condition. Luggage rack and helmet incl. Call Ken 
Brown, 742-6469 or drop in to the New Hampshire office.
UNFU RN ISH ED  OR FURN ISH ED  APARTMENTS: Mod­
ern apartments (new kitchen, natural sanded floors, patio, 
etc., etc.) In Portsmouth. 3 — 5 rooms. Swimming pool with 
lifeguard. Students and young married couples from UNH 
given special attention. Call 436-7617.
FOR SALE: 1961 Morris Minor — excellent condition 
Phone 659-3879 mornings or evenings.
SUM MER EMPLOYMENT: Food waitresses and house 
maids wanted at Sterling Motor Inn. Apply in person. 
742-4100.
EAST-TOTEM  WEST: Retailers are waiting to give you 
orders for EAST TOTEM WEST posters. Commission equals 
$100.00 a week for 20 hours. Write: EAST TOTEM WEST, 
P. O. Box 765, Mill Valley, California 94941.
TYPING: Need a thesis or report typed? For clean efficient 
work, call 868-7313, Barbara Riker, 21 Bagdad Rd., Durham
APARTM ENT  FOR THE SUMMER: Two furnished rooms, 
bath and kitchenette. Heat, stove and refrigerator. Main St., 
Durham. Contact Jay, 488. _________________________
FOR SALE: “D A C O R " Safety-reserve tank and double 
diaphragm regulator with adjustable breathing. Bonus of 
spear gun. All in like-new condition. $80. See Adam 
Tomash in Parsons Hall, room 109 or call Ext. 395.
with higher incomes are able 
to pay a greater share, they 
should indeed do so. In fact 
the implicit tax of the draft is 
severely regressive. There is 
also an intergenerational inequity 
since the costs of obtaining na­
tional defense and “ the legacy 
of freedom’ ’ are not shared 
equally by each generation.
The lottery scheme with mini­
mal deferments advanced by the 
Kennedy senators (and others) 
is more inefficient than a draft 
system in which some deferments 
vary with economic value. A 
random draft will take some who 
have low productivity and some 
who have high productivity from 
the private economy. But more 
to the point, the lottery system is 
highly inequitable.
Equity would r e q i t h a t  all 
individuals similarly situated 
should have an equal chance of 
being drafted. While wealthy 
college students would stand as 
much chance of being drafted as 
a poor Negro from the slums (a 
desirable feature) there is still 
inequity. The concept of equity 
should be distinguished between 
intended equity and actual equity.
Even before the random process 
is used there are three sources of in­
equity. 1. The lottery system in all 
probability could not completely 
eliminate all deferments - physical, 
mental, etc. 2. Women enjoy “ the 
legacy of freedom”  as much as men, 
and they are not included. 3. The 
risk and incidence of wars and crises 
is spread unevenly over time; inter­
generation inequity remains.
But now assume that the 
random process is completed - 
what of actual equity? The 
‘ losers’ will still be forced to 
bear the implicit tax and there­
fore the disproportionate burdens 
that have been mentioned above. 
And the same objections re­
garding the ‘ rational’ quantity 
and kinds of national defense 
obtain. Clearly, the lottery 
scheme is to be avoided.
The only rational and viable 
method of military procurement is a 
voluntary army. A voluntary army 
would permit considerable savings in 
time, personnel, and training costs. It 
would reduce turnover, permit more 
specialized training, and secure other 
economies. It would permit more 
rational decision-making in the polit­
ical and military sectors of society 
and, quite importantly, it would per­
mit the citizens of a democratic so­
ciety to effectively review and eval­
uate the things that government does 
in its name.
The above assertions regard­
ing the costs and benefits of a 
voluntary army are supported by 
hard empiric^ evidence that I 
am willing to discuss with any 
reader. But there is one charge 
against the voluntary army that 
the Defense Department con­
tinues to make that is an eg­
regious distortion of the facts - 
the claim that a voluntary army 
would require an “ exorbitant’ ’ 
increase in the costs of military 
procurement. This statement 
rests on the fundamental con­
fusion of “ budgetary’ ’ costs and 
“ real’ ’ costs. Increases in bud­
getary costs do not represent 
increases in real cost. Any in­
creases in budgetary (or finan­
cial) costs would be the result 
of rendering explicit the real 
costs of military activity.
When the Defense Department 
says that it would “ cost’ ’ $17 
billion to have a voluntary army, 
this implies that resources are 
presently being misallocated in 
the amount of $17 billion in all 
other sectors of the economy, 
(Actually the $17 billion estimate 
is wildly exaggerated.) Since 
the Defense Department believes 
that the public would not pay* 
several billion dollars more, it 
obviously believes that we are 
presently over-extended in mili­
tary activity, a conclusion that is 
plausible on other grounds as 
well. It can not be overemphas­
ized that the voluntary army, 
imlike the other alternatives, is 
the only effective method of iden­
tifying the real costs of military 
activity.
Democratic Review
Many Americans are quite 
wisely concerned about the 
growth of the “ military-indus­
trial-university’ ’ complex. One 
implication of the above argu­
ment in behalf of the voluntary 
army is that since it would permit 
society more “ rational’ ’ choices 
on at least one major part of the 
national defense budget, it would 
also provide the basis for an 
effective democratic review 
of the military “ t)ackage’ ’ in any 
given year.
This lesson must not be lost: 
under both the draft and the lottery, 
the executive and the military can 
effectively hide the costs of war­
making activity, and is encouraged to 
combine resources available to it in 
such uneconomic ways that it creates 
a decision-bias favorable to the growth 
of military-industrial complexes.
And where the executive is re­
luctant to ask taxpayers to finance
YOU’RE WELCOME AT
loiier 01i|urcl|
W A M ilM rST O N  ST R E E T A T  FAYE TTE
tX>VER, N E W  H A M P S H IR E
Services: Sundiay
a.m. Bible Study 
11:00 a.m. Morningi Worship 
7:00 p.m. Evening Fellowship 
On Campus Contact Caroline Drusendahl 
TeL ext. 441
the existing quantity of military 
activity, there can be no alterna­
tive but to finance it through the 
monetary-fiscal system with an 
inflationary bias.
It should be transparently clear 
that'the present crisis in our economy 
is a direct consequence of policies 
that conceal the real costs of war.
Some object to a voluntary 
army in the fear that it would 
lay the basis for a military 
challenge to our political insti­
tutions. The implications of the 
above analysis do not sustain 
this view for several reasons. 
Indeed it may be argued that the 
present system is fraught with 
danger. Any proposal, such as 
the voluntary army, that permits 
democratic review would be pre­
ferable to the present system in 
which there is virtually none. In 
the political sphere, a voluntary 
army would secure the right of 
Congress to review foreign policy 
and defense policy. Both the draft 
and lottery systems neutralize 
the effectiveness of Congres­
sional review, which perhaps is 
one reason why they are consid­
ered acceptable by so many.
A More Efficient Army
On this first anniversary of the 
coup d’ etat in Greece, it will be 
recalled that it was accomplished 
by the military officer corps, 
the ‘ mercenaries’ of the present 
system. The voluntary army pro­
posal is directed toward the more 
efficient procurement of enlisted 
men. On the contrary, there are 
sound reasons for*believing that 
an all volunteer army would tend 
to eliminate the existing sources 
of military elitism.
In addition to more effective 
democratic review by Congress 
and taxpayers, the personnel 
policy of a voluntary army could 
be more effectively designed to 
secure a much wider distribution 
of social and geographic back­
grounds of the military leader­
ship. It would sustain a high 
turnover rate of junior and sen­
ior level officers where the pre­
sent system tends to ensconce 
senior officers. It would also 
permit lateral recruitment poli­
cies with less reliance on pro­
motion from within. The higher 
financial costs that the voluntary 
army proposal entails is a small 
price to pay for more effective 
democratic control of the mili­
tary.
At a time when the issues of war 
and peace confront every American 
family, when complexes of power 
threaten the vitality of democratic 
institutions, citizens have a respons­
ibility to demand a public review of 
alternatives. A discussion of the draft 
is a good place to begin and the pro­
posal for a voluntary army is a par­
ticularly attractive alternative.
John V. Donovan 
Assistant Professor of Econo­
mics
James O. Horrigan 
Assistant Professor of Business 
William R. Hosek 
Assistant Professor Economics 
Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics
ROUNDTRIP  TO 
EUROPE
Airplane ticket to Lon­
don. — Leave August 4th 
Return September 4th. 
Will sell the ticket for 
$220. Deadline for pur­
chase of ticket. May 7, 
(Tuesday). If interested 
contact, John Morahan, 
868-7762 or ext. 697.
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Eighth Loss
Lacrosse Team Loses to MIT
Olospel ^Amtc&tng to lolpi:
by Mike Painchaud
Coach Junie Carbonneau’ s 
Wildcat Lacrosse Team suffered 
its eighth straight loss, Wednes­
day, at the hands of the M T 
Varsity, 11-4.
The MIT stickmen completely 
dominated the contest against the 
Cats before a sparse crowd at 
Cowell Stadium. Four different 
MIT players tallied two goals 
apiece on the faltering New 
Hampshire defense. John Prible 
was the only bright spot of the 
afternoon for the winless Wild­
cats. The sophomore attackman 
increased his team leading out­
put for Carbonneau’ s forces with 
three goals.
Jack Anderson opened the 
scoring for MIT with a goal in 
the opening minute of the game. 
The Cats tied it up on Prible’ s 
first goal at six minutes into 
the first period with an assist 
from Bob Keating. MIT went 
ahead four minutes later when 
Bob Wyatt pushed two goals past 
Wildcat goalie Dick O’Conner 
in the space of 12 seconds. Ken 
Schwartz tallied a goal late in 
the period to make the score 
4-1 going into the second period.
The Engineers continued to 
penetrate the Wildcat defense in 
the second stanza, outscoring 
the Cats 3-1. Chris Davis, 
with an assist from Bob Wyatt, 
opened the period with a shot 
past O’Conner at 1:22. Greg 
Kolinsky’ s assist gave the Wild-
What Now 
Coach?
Coach Junie Carbonneau confers with Pete 
Steer (3), Dave Hageran (8), and Norm Powers 
(10) before Wednesday’ s Lacrosse game with 
MIT. (photo by Justiniano)
cats and Prible their second goal 
of the afternoon. Schwartz picked 
up his second goal at 4:25 and 
Walt Maling tallied with four 
minutes remaining in the half to 
set the halftime score at 7-2.
The Wildcats made an attempt 
to get back in the game in the 
third period as they shut Coach 
Ben Martin’ s Engineers out and 
closed the scoring gap to 7-4. 
Bob Keating tallied the first goal 
at 8:04, while Prible pushed his
third shot past MIT goalie Julie 
Glutman with an assist from 
Pete Steer.
The Cats continued to play 
shut out ball in the fourth period 
until Maling’ s second goal 
crumbled the Wildcat defense 
with five minutes to play. The 
Engineers then went on to score 
three more points on goals by 
Anderson, John Vliet, and Bob 




The Phillips Exeter Lacrosse 
team handed the Wildkitten stick- 
men their second loss in as many 
games, Wednesday, at Cowell 
Stadium, 12-3.
Hamp Ballard tallied at 1:13 
of the first period to give the 
Kittens a lead that lasted 42 
seconds until Webster Bull 
scored for Exeter. Verdi DiSesa 
and Art Smiley pushed shots past 
Wildkitten goalie Dan Schaffer 
to make the score 3-1 at the 
end of the period.
Exeter scored three times in 
the second period on goals by 
Bill Robinson, Art Smiley, and 
Line C apian. Duke Pearson and 
Bill Brunkhorst tallied for the 
Kittens to set the score at the 
halftime break at 6-4.
The teams turned to defensive 
lacrosse in the third period. 
Exeter managed the only goal at 
8:19 when DiSesa beat Jim 
Schmidts, Schaffer’ s replace­
ment in the nets for New Hamp­
shire.
Verdi DiSesa tallied his third 
goal of the afternoon on a shot 
at 4:30 of the fourth period. 
Steve Brittain, Garth Ballantine, 
Ron suducho, and Beaver Titus 
also tallied for Exeter, while 





Keith Josselyn’ s dislocated 
shoulder is mending and doctors 
predict tjiat the Wildcat ace 
southpaw will be able to pitch 
again, but not this year. Al­
though Josselyn is currently a 
senior, he doesn’t plan to gradu­
ate until Jime of 1969. So coach 
Ted' Conner can look forward to 
next year whenjosselyn should be 
one of New England’ s best 
hurlers.
Josselyn, coupled with a flock 
of sophomore mounds men bap­
tized by fire this year, could 
give UNH one of the best pitching 
staffs in the Yankee Conference 
in 1969. All Conner will have to 
do is replace hitters like Billy 
Estey, Joe Bartlett, Mike Farrell 
and Tom Steininger who graduate 
this year.
A group of sophomores, large­
ly untested, along with some 
seasoned juniors, will try to 
supply the hitting for the pitching. 
We doubt that Conner, who was 
supposed to have pitching com­
bined with hitting this year after 
two frustrating years of having 
one without the other, is counting 
definitely on either.
Latest Yankee Conference 
baseball stj sties released Mon­
day, show that Mike Farrell is 
leading the Conference in doubles 
(3), and Billy Estey is second 
in triples (2).
On the Gridiron
The football Wildcats, who just 
finished spring practice, may 
have a soccer-style place-kicker 
next fall. Glenn Aborn, for three 
years a high scorer for Coach
Walt Welland’ s hooters, is re­
turning for an extra semester 
and plans to try out as a kicking 
specialist for new coach Jim 
Root. Former Cat coach Joe 
Yukica tried to have Aborn kick 
last year after seeing him boot 
50-yard field goals with ease in 
practice. But Aborn remained 
loyal to his soccer team.
Tennis Excerpts
A 5-4 tennis score connotes a 
tight match, but UMass tennis 
coach Steve Kosakoski says 
UNH’s 5-4 loss to the Redmen 
was even closer than the score 
indicates. Massachusett’ s “ Dai­
ly Collegian’ ’ quotes Kosakoski, 
“ The Clemm-Rothwell match 
was one of the most disciplined 
matches I have ever seen. Both 
boys made sure that they put the 
ball over the net, andClemmwas 
fortunate that he did it more 
often.’ ’
The entire match took three- 
and one-half hours, and statistics 
reveal that the average point was 
earned after 115 whacks.
49 Years Ago
Forty nine years ago. May 
3, 1919, THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE carried an advertisement 
for Men’ s spring suits at $15. 
Also advertised were the De- 
Lavel Cream Separator (*‘ used 
by 2,325,000 farmers who wanted 
and got the best, closest skim­
ming and most durable cream 
separator’ ’ ). Arrow Collars for 
men, Akron Sewer Pipe, E.J. 
York grain and coal suppliers, 
and the Orpheum Theatre.
by Bruce McAdam
The frosh baseball team won 
its first game of the season with 
a 3-2 victory over Exeter Acad­
emy Wednesday afternoon.
Pete Woodman pitched a four- 
hitter, going all the way for the 
victory. UNH won the game in 
the bottom of the fifth inning 
when Ron Ricker smashed a two- 
run triple to right-center field.
Coach Frank Conway’ s men 
managed only three hits them­
selves, two of them by center- 
fielder Ricker. They also showed 
some weaknesses in the field 
committing five errors and 
allowing Exeter to score a first- 
inning run with benefit of a hit.
One dark note was an injury to
star shortstop Bobby Hodsdon, 
who received a sprained ankle. 
However this wasn’ t considered 
serious, and he was removed 
from the game only as a pre­
cautionary measure.
The freshmen have a return 
game at Exeter on Saturday after­





Stickwomen and Racket men 
needed to help report the stirring 
sports spectaculars at UNH. CaU 
Bill Moore, 868-2681, or ext. 387.
Sandy - Carl Bakery
96 Mam St. 868-7782





6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Welcome Vanilla Fudge 
your recods are great!
PRICE’S
for the best in 
Phono players and records
Garden Fraser and Norcross 
Mother’s Day Cards 




GEORGE W E IN  Presents the 15th Annual
NEWPORT x M f e  fSSHVai ;
July 4 thru July 7, 1968
at Festival Field • Newport, Rhode Island
r  V o u r  C o n c e rt s  —  Thursday: Count Basie, Barney Kessel, Jim
Hall, Nina Simone, Gary Burton, Mongo Santamaria, Cannonball. 
Atiderlev, and others; Friday: “ Schlilz Salute  to B ig  B a n d s "  ■ - Duke 
-  Islington, Count Basie, Woody Herman, Dizzy Gillespie Reunion 
R Band and guest artists; Saturday: Dittnne Warwick, Duke Ellington,
C' Alex Welsh, Ruby Braff, Pee. Wee Russell, Joe Venuti, Bud Freeman, J  
|‘ Hugh Masekela; Su n d ay : Wes Montgomery, Horace Silver, Ramsey f  
R; Lewis, Roland Kirk, Vi Redd, Don Ellis, Flip Wilson and others.
V T h re e  A f t e rn o o n  C o n c e r t s  —  Friday: Freddie Hubbard, Lucky j  
t  Thompson, Dizzy Gillespie, Flvin Jones, Archie Shepp and others; 
r  Saturday: Duke Ellington, Johnny Hodges, Benny Carter, Alontegt) J 
Joe, Tal Farlow, Sonnv Criss; Su n d ay :  An Afternoon with Ray Charles,
Evening and Sunday Afternoon tickets: $3.50, 4.50, 5.50 
(Box Seats; $10.00)
Friday and Saturday Afternoon —  General Admission; $3.00 
THE NEWPORT FOLK FOUNDATION Presents the
N E M P O F T  F O L K  F E S T iL IA L
July 23 thru July 28
Four major evening concerts Thursday through Sunday, afternoon ’J 
esents, (Children’s l)a>’. Square Dancing, and other special events.]
• Roy Acuff, Theo Bikel, Bread & Puppet Theatre, Judy Collins, 
Elizabeth Cotton, Arlo Guthrie, George Hamilton IV, John Hartford, 
Richie Ha\ens, B. B. King, Jim Kweskin, Penny Whistlers, Jean 
Ritchie, Pete Seeger, Ken Threadgill, Doc Watson and many others.
; Evening Tickets: Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.: $3.50, 4.50, 5.50 
(Box Seats: $10.00)
Tues., Wed. Eves. & Afternoon Events: $2.00 General Admission 
—  Group Rates Available —
• All P ro g ram s Sub ject to C hange  
For Information and Tickets regarding all Newport Festivals,
Write . . . Newport Festivals, P.O. Box 329 
Newport, Rlrode Island 02840
Friday, TMf NCN MAMKNWf May 3,1968
Wildcats Shine in Blue-White Scrimmage
It didn’ t feel like fall Thursday 
afternoon at Cowell Stadium, but 
the sound of football cleats clat­
tering over p l y w o o d  and the 
grunting of players on the field 
certainly made it seem like fall.
The Blue-White S c r i m m a g e  
gave a crowd of over 250 people 
a chance to see the new coaches 
and players in action, as well 
as see some of the new plays in 
an exciting scrimmage.
In first quarter action, Shaugh- 
nessy ran around right end for a 
40-yard touchdown for the Blue 
team. Aborn, a soccer-style 
k i c k e r ,  made the point after.
There were also several pass 
completions in the first part of 
the scrimmage that UNH was 
able to cover. Beatty passed to 
Klaubert for 20 yards in a strong 
wind, and earlier W a ll  in g f o r  d 
caught a 30 yarder from Ed 
Walsh.
The defense looked good in the 
scrimmage, due in part probably 
to the offensive timing being off 
just a little in the scrimmage.
Several of the players who 
didn’ t see action in the scrim ­
mage are sure to star for New 
Hampshire next fall. Bill Phil­
lips, who is well known for his 
ability to play halfback, missed 
the scrimmage because he was 
practicing for the Yankee Con­
ference track meet to be held on 
Saturday in Cowell Stadium.
Greg Kolinsky, Norm Powers of freshmen who have looked good 
and Tom Sawyer, along with sev- ‘ ishould provide the neces- 
6r£il others, missed the scrim - ssry scoring punch#*̂  
mage because they are playing a Root is pleased with the defen­
spring sport. The injured list sive team which was last year’ s 
also claimed several players, stingiest defense in the Yankee 
Linebackers Dick Gordon and conference. Most of last year’ s 
Bill Moitz are among the players team will be returning, and the 
injured. Both Gordon and Moitz fe^ holes have been effectively
Starters in the Blue-White Scrimmage; Blue team, 1. to r.: chip Carey, Reno Regis, Kurt 
Vollherbst, Bill Spinelli, A1 Witteman, Mike Kott, Ed Savage, '/ince Martino, Brett Bernier, 
Bob Richards and Harry Kouloheras. White team, 1. to r.: Cal Wallingford, Tom Kasprzak, 
Cliff MacDonald, Charles Lepisto, John Kareckas, Dan Chapman, Dan Drewniak, John Lange, 
Hampton Ballard, Ed Walsh and Bob Rudolph. (photo by Justiniano)
According to Root, the offen­
sive end position is still up for 
grabs with Cal Wallingford the 
only returning letterman. Root 
is also pleased with the offensive
Trivia Quiz
1. Who was the very first 
Tarzan?
2. What is the epitaph on W.
5. What did Walt Disney first 
call Mickey Mouse?
Answers
backs, especially the whole group c .  Field’ s gravestone?
3. Whowrote the Star-Spangled 
Banner?
4. What was Dr. Zarkhov’ s real 
name in the “ Flash Gordon’ ’ se­
ries?
•aTIlTM IBoquiBe^s *9 
•tRTUis aof *17 
Hoos siouBjj *8
«/BTqd
-lapBiiMd UT aq aaq^BJ p j„  -g 
•uioourq omia *T
are recovering from knee sur­
gery performed last year. Mike 
Burlage, who was also on the in­
jured list and missed two weeks
plugged according to Root.
Joe Austin is reported to be 
doing a fine job behind Dan Drew­
niak in the linebacker position.
of spring practice, is reported Brett Bernier, at 210 pounds, will 
to have done well as center, be holding down one end of the 
Coach Root said that among the defensive line while Don Lali- 
promising newcomers are Cliff berte, a light-weight at only 185, 
McDonald and Jim Koshko as will be holding the other end. In 
offensive tackles, and Bill Sma- the defensive secondary J a c k  
gula, John Kareckas and Dave Du- Kenney, Bob Kent, Bob Robichaud 
rocher as offensive guards. and, Roger Corriveau look good.
LOOKING FOR (SUMMER) JOBS 
GRAD SCHOOLS?
We offer a rapid resume service sending resumes 
to prospective Employers, School Systems, Grad 
Schools.
If you don't have the time to take care of them 
yourself, let us do them for you.
Call us at 868-9900
Collegiate Enterprises 
(above T & C in Durham)
Wheels, SchmeeLs. 
W ho Needs *em?




These are famous brand, normally expensive, quality 
sneakers available for every member of the family at 
40% 50% and 60%
off their regular price!
R E D ’S ^
SHOE
BARN
Why Pay More ?
35 Broadway Open 9—9 Dover
Look Here for a Low-Cost, 
Late-Model (^Used Second...
T h i r d . . . F o u r t h . . . Fifth Car.
Dealer owned demonstrator - 1967 Chevrolet 
Impala 4 dr. H.T. 325 HP, V8 engine - turbo 
hydromatic transmission - power steering and 
brakes - comfortron air conditioning - tilt 
steering wheel - all vinyl interior - WSW tires - 
AM/FM radio - sold for $4,400 new - 
Big $ $ $ $ savings on this car.
Chevelle - Malibu sport coupe 8 cyl aut. 
power steering - radio - WSW tires, etc.. 
Color - Blue.
Biscayne — 4 dr. 6 cyl. aut. — radio — 
Color — Yellow.
—1968 Chevrolets for immediate delivery— 
Impala custom coupe 8cyl automatic — power 
steering - radio - WSW tires - all vinyl interior 
Two tone blue, etc.
2 Impala 4 dr. sport sedans 8 cyl aut.- pwr 
str. - radio - WSW tires - all vinyl interior - 
color. Ash Gold / Palomino Ivory.
Belair station wagon 8 cyl aut. - power 
steering - radio - wind deflector, etc. Color, 
Blue.
Chevelle - Malibu station wagon 8 cyl aut. 
power steering - radio - WSW tires, etc.. 
Color - Turquoise.
GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., INC.
4 miles south on Rte. 108 
Newmarket, N. H.
Dial 659-3215
